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SERENITY
FOUND

Pamala and Ted Deikel conjure a stunning 
resort-style estate in Napa Valley

INTERIOR DESIGN PAMALA DEIKEL

ARCHITECTURE JOSEPH FARRELL

PHOTOGRAPHY BY MARGOT HARTFORD
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The courtyard at the front door of Round Hill sets
the tone for the estate’s California Casual vibe. “I
call it the crown jewel,” says Pamala Deikel of the
courtyard that Davis Dalbrook of Living Green in
San Francisco designed. It’s a rich garden space
filled with a combination of unique palms and
agave plants. Pamala and Emily Lubahn of Deikel
Development and Christian Hedburg of CBH De-
sign in Napa collaborated on the rest of the prop-
erty’s landscape design that was implemented by
Tom Price Landscaping. 
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Pamala and Ted Deikel are renowned for
developing homes of uncompromis-
ing beauty. Their latest project, named
Round Hill, in Napa Valley serves as
case in point. “Over the years,” recalls
Pamala, “we spent a lot of time visiting
Auberge du Soleil, and we loved it. On
one visit, back in 2008, we noticed a For

Sale sign and, on a whim, decided to check it out.” The Deikels
made their way up an old road and at the crest of the hill spotted a
cottage and the most spectacular view of the valley they’d ever seen. 

“On a clear day you can see from St. Helena to Oakland,”
notes Ted. “The landscape was so special,” recalls Pamala, “that

the experience was almost spiritual.” The Deikels knew they had
to have it and embarked on a five-year journey to build and
develop Round Hill, moving plenty of earth to capture the heav-
enly views. “This is the most extensive project we’ve ever done,”
cites Pamala. “We stayed in the existing cottage on and off for an
entire summer until figuring out the elevations and working on
site planning.” In the end, the property required the Deikels to
build roads and retaining walls and put in an extensive infrastruc-
ture to create the main house, two guest houses, gardens and
vineyards. The result is nothing short of breathtaking.  

For the architecture, which Pamala describes as “California
Contemporary, not fussy,” the Deikels relied on Novato-based
architect Joseph Farrell. He has collaborated with the couple on

“On a clear day you can see from St. Helena to Oakland,”
notes Ted. “The landscape was so special,” recalls Pamala,

“that the experience was almost spiritual.” 
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The living room is broken into a variety of seat-
ing areas that are intimate in scale. The portion
of the space depicted on these pages features 
a pair of custom sofas flanking a wood-clad 
fireplace topped by a painting by Andrew Fisher
of Sunrise. Another fireplace in the space is
topped by Fisher’s painting of Sunset. Gold tree
stump coffee tables are from MacQueen Home
in San Francisco. The dramatic ceiling fixture 
is from Murray Iron Works. To add a touch of
whimsy, Pamala added antique tabourets 
upholstered in a leopard print. 
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The kitchen (this page) features custom-
stained, open-grain White Oak cabinetry with
bubbled glass fronts. Pamala had the ribbed
stainless steel hood designed to her specifica-
tions. Four Bernhardt bar stools are covered 
in Robert Allen fabric. Three hanging pendants
from Arteriors were customized and powder
coated by Dogfork Lamp Arts in San Fran-
cisco. Pamala’s bath (opposite) includes a
show-stopping white coral chandelier and an
eye-catching white peacock from the Martin
Showroom in Saint Helena. She incorporated
Italian porcelain tiles with a wood grain look 
on the walls and floor. 
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a number of projects and understands their aesthetic. “We
wanted it to have a resort feel, but while it’s large (7 bedrooms, 9
baths, and 3 half baths), we wanted it to be intimate and com-
fortable enough for two.” Farrell deftly accomplished that with a
layout that arcs around a curved courtyard and features three dis-
tinct roofs. From a distance, it appears as if the home is made up
of a trio of separate buildings that step up in volume. But on
closer inspection, they are meticulously connected with elegant
walkways. At the core of the home is a double-story space
enclosing a dramatic staircase, pierced at the apex by a skylight,
which floods the adjacent wings with glorious sunshine. The

largest side of the arc opens to 250-degree views of Napa Valley. 
In true California spirit, the home has an exemplary indoor/

outdoor feel. Nearly every interior space opens to an exterior.
Pamala kept the palette earthy and neutral to let the views beyond
the windows take center stage. “It almost feels as if you’re looking at
a mural,” says Ted of the view. “It’s just stunning. From October to
March it’s velvety green, and during the rest of the year it’s golden.”

When asked which space they enjoy most, the pair chimes
together, “The pool.” Adds Pamala, “We find ourselves from
morning cup of coffee to late evening lingering on the sofas by
the pool. It’s magical.” Indeed! �

One of the home’s many guest rooms (opposite, top left) is decorated in a neutral palette. A sitting room of a guest bedroom (opposite, top right) 
features a rich crocodile-look wall covering by Osborne & Little and a sectional sofa from Restoration Hardware. The master closet (opposite, bottom
left) boasts floor-to-ceiling cabinetry providing ample storage. A chandelier by Andrew Fisher, of San Francisco’s Fisher Weisman, is crafted of iron 
and oyster shells. Notes Pamala, “We refer to this piece as our ‘Circle of Diamonds,’ as the chandelier casts diamond-like reflections and shadows
throughout the space.” The master bedroom (this page) is dominated by a four-poster bed flanked by side tables from the Luciano Tempo Collection,
exclusively shown at Living Green, San Francisco.  
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